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Power to drive positive change.
Power of networks

☑ Create connections
☑ Share and produce knowhow
☑ Engage Europe and beyond
☑ Raise visibility
An expanding network...
Euclid Network and Peer Exchanges

- improve the skills of civil society and social enterprise leaders and professionals
- establish or strengthen transnational ties between CSOs and social enterprises
  - foster alliances between larger and smaller CSOs and social enterprises
  - build knowhow and exchange best practices
Euclid Network in MED region

Strengthen social entrepreneurship and support an enabling policy environment in Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco by bringing together aspiring and experienced social entrepreneurs to learn from each other.

- 30 exchanges between starting and experienced social entrepreneurs
- 3 social entrepreneurship bootcamps in North Africa
Euclid Network in MENA region

✓ Social Entrepreneurship Bootcamps - new and aspiring social entrepreneurs from Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia worked in international groups to develop a pilot social venture.

✓ 10 steps: identifying a societal problem, design a sustainable solution, and present their social business model to a jury.

✓ 4 days and is led by a social entrepreneurship bootcamp expert, with the support of local trainers.

✓ Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=158&v=wx3PXc_wTU
Thank you!

Visit our website for more info:
http://euclidnetwork.eu/

Follow us on Twitter: @Euclidnetwork